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Prof Sigrid Harendza
Journal Editorial Office
BioMed Central
BMC Medical Education

Re: Changes for submitted manuscript # MS: 1088481628137117

Dear Prof. Sigrid Harendza,

Please find enclosed the changes we made after Editors’ comments on our manuscript entitled “Example-based learning: Comparing the effects of additionally providing three different integrative learning activities on physiotherapy intervention knowledge.”

As you will notice, we revised the title page and the abstract. We also moved tables and figure legend after the References. All changes made to the previous manuscript are highlighted in yellow. No other changes have been made.

We wish to thank the editors for their interest in our paper and for the judicious comments they provided on our manuscript. We feel that their comments helped us improve our manuscript.

We hope this response meets your requirements and that the manuscript now meets the requirements for publication. We would of course be happy to make further changes should these be required.
Response to Editors

We would like to thank the editors for their comments. Below, we detail the changes we made in the manuscript in response to each remark.

MS: 1088481628137117
Research article
Example-based learning: Comparing the effects of additionally providing three different integrative learning activities on physiotherapy intervention knowledge
Joseph-Omer Dyer, Anne Hudon, Katherine Montpetit-Tourangeau, Bernard Charlin, Sílvia Mamede and Tamara van Gog
BMC Medical Education (Section: Approaches to teaching and learning)

Dear Dr. Dyer,

We are pleased to inform you that the editors have now decided to accept your manuscript. However, before we can proceed we will need you to make some changes to your manuscript. We strongly urge you to make these changes promptly, as we cannot proceed to the next process until we have received a version containing the changes.

1. All author’s e-mail addressess need to be included on the title page.
Authors’ reply: All authors addresses are now included on the title page

2. Abstract needs formatting to Background, Methods, Results and Conclusions (Discussion section needs to be removed).
Authors’ reply: Abstract is formatted accordingly (Discussion has been removed)

3. Tables and fig legends need to be moved after the References.
Authors’ reply: Tables and fig. legends have been moved after the References

4. Appendices should be included as additional files and not included in the main
manuscript.
Authors’ reply: Appendices are now included as additional files